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ADJUSTABLE MOUNT FOR A TRINEDRAL MIRROR FIG. 8 is a fragmentary view, on somewhat an enlarged 
ORIGIN OF INVENTION 
scale, of one of the plurality of the supporting members 
employed In securing the mirror segments to adljocent plate\ 
The invention described herein was made in the OF THE PREFERRED EM,B6PDIMENT 
oerformance of work under a NASA contract and is subject to 
;he provisions of Section 305 of the National Aeronautics and Turning now to FIG. 1, wherein is illustrateid an adjustable 
Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 (72 Stat. 435; 42 USC mount for a trihedral mirror embodying the principles 3F the 
2457). present invention, there is depicted a frame including a pair of 
contiguous side plates 10 and 12 having intersecti~zg surfaces 
BACKGROUND OFTHE INVENTION arranged in intersecting orthogonal planes. For reasons which 
- - - .  
1. Field of the Invention are readily apparent, it is highly desirable to rigidly join those 
The invention relates to supports employed in optic systems plates in a manner such as to preclude an inieiatnon of align- 
and more particularly to an adjustable mount for a trihedral ment error. Therefore, a key-slotted coupling 14 i s  provided 
mirror and adapted to be employed in an interferometer. 15 to extend between the abutting surfaces of the plates. Bw 
2. Description of the Prior Art practice, a plurality of screws 16 also are employed in securing 
The prior art includes numerous devices having various the side plates 10 and 12 into a rigidly fixed relationship thus 
arrangements of springs, clips, screw-threaded adjusting studs to provide a rigid, unitary support structure. 
and the like for adjustably supporting optic devices, such as Extending in a plane normal to both of the planes of the 
mirrors, in various types of optic systems. However, in the 20 plates 10 and 12, there is arranged a bottom piate 18 of a right 
field of interferometry, where light beams must be separated triangular configuration. The bottom plate is provided with 
and again combined, error in alignment is of primary concern. intersecting side edges 20 and 22 seated within a pair of 
Frequently, optic alignment is so critical that heat from the intersecting slots 24 and 26 machined in the intersecting 
human body introduces alignment error in the supporting surfaces of the side plates. While any convenient coupEing 
structure employed for the reflecting surface, particularly 25 means may be employed in joining the bottom plate 18 with 
where surface alignment manually is accomplished. In the side plates 10 and 12, a plurality of screw:; 28 have Eseen 
instances where attempts have been made to overcome the found to be quite practical. 
effects of body heat through use of mechanical linkages, In instances where the trihedral mirror mount is to be 
complexity is introduced and precision of control sacrificed, employed in interferometry, it is preferred that the support be 
particularly where mechanical linkage backlash is 30 adapted to retain the reflecting surfaces in plaales inclined 
encountered. with respect to a horizontal axis. Therefore, cacll? of the side 
OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION plates 10 and 12 is provided with a base portion 30 having 
"lightening" holes 32 formed therein. The base portion is so 
The present invention overcomes the aforementioned configured as to be provided with a supporting surface 318 
difficulties by providing an adjustable mount for a trihedral 35 disposed in a plane which intersects the plane of the be tom 
mirror in which there is utilized an alloy having a very small plate 18 so that all of the reflecting surfaces are in planes 
coefficient of thermal expansion to provide a rigid structure which may incline with respect to any axis parallel the plane of 
for supporting screws and spring-biased plates upon which is the supporting surface. 
mounted mirror segments having surfaces adapted to be Each of the side plates 10 and 12 serves adjuseably to 
aligned by manual adjustment. 40 support one of a pair of backup plates 36 and 38, respei:tiveiy, 
Accordingly, an object of the instant invention is to provide Each of the backup plates 36 and 38 if of a right triangular 
an improved adjustable and rigid mount for a trihedral mirror. configuration and is supported coupled with an operatively 
Another object is to provide an improved mount for a associated side plate in a similar fashion. Therefore; a 
trihedral mirror adapted to be manually adjusted without 45 description of the coupling of a single one of the backup plates 
introducing error resulting from the presence of body heat. to the associated side plate is deemed adequate f s  providing 
Another object is to provide an adjustable mount for a an understanding of the mounting of both of the backup ptakes 
trihedral mirror of a type including three contiguous 36 and 38. Hence. in order to avoid repetition, a specific 
triangular segments of a mirror surface, each mirror segment description of the coupling of the backup plates is limited to a 
being disposed in a plane substantially perpendicular to the description of the mounting of the backup plate 38. 
planes of the other two segments and being supported by The side plate 12 is provided with a plurality of screw- 
structure including rigidly connected plates and adjusting threaded openings 44 into which are threaded screw-threaded 
screws, formed of an alloy having a small coefficient of adjusting screws 46. The openings 44 are spaced in a 
thermal expansion, for accommodating and adjustable triangularly configured arrangement so that the axis of each of 
displacement of the surfaces of the mirror segments while 55 the openings &.$ extends through a corner portion of t h e  
inhibiting an introduction of heat-induced error. adiacent backup alate so that the screws 46 mav be extended 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS th;ough the openings into supporting engageiient with the adjacent surface of the backup plate 38. 
FIG. 1 is a top pian view of a mirror mount embodying the If is particularly important to note that the screws 46 are to 
principles of the present invention within which there is 60 be manipulated for purposes of adjustment. Therefore; each 
aligned a plurality of mutually perpendicular mirror surfaces. of the screws 46 is provided with a knurled knob 47 and 
FIG. 2 is a front view of the mount illustrated in FIG. 1, terminates in hemispherically configured surface 48 which 
rotated 90" with respect to an axis extending laterally through defines a distal hemispheric bearing surface. Therefore. it 
the mount, illustrating an operative disposition for the should be apparent that the screw 46 is. in practice, 
reflecting surfaces of the mirror segments. 65 threadingly extended or retracted through the opening 44 by 
FIG. 3 is a side view of the mirror mount illustrated in FIGS. manual actuation for displacing the bearing 48 to preselected 
B and 2. dispositions relative to the inner surface of the side plate 12. 
FIG. 4 is a partially sectioned end view, taken generally Each of the bearing surfaces 48, when extended, provides a 
along line 4-4 of FIG. 3. stop against which the backup plate 38 is seated. The backup 
FIG. 5 is a partially sectioned side view taken generally 70 plate, in turn, is provided with a plurality of hemispheaicafly- 
along line 5-5 of FIG. 2. shaped bearing-surfaced sockets 50 arranged adjacent to the 
FIG. 6 is a side view of the external surface of one of the comers of the plate for receiving therein the surEaces 48. 
backup plates employed in mounting the mirror segments. Hence, it will be appreciated that each of the backup plates 36 
FIG. 7 is an inverted plan view of the bottom surface of the and 38 operatively is supported in spaced relationship with the 
h n o m  plate. 75 adjacent side plate by the screws 46 as they are extended into 
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rile socitrr:s $0, so that in order to adjust the position of the rnirror segment along tbat surface, while each of the legs is 
backup plate, relative to the side plate, it only is necessary provided with a single link and tab arranged adjacent to the 
thrzadix~giy to advance or retract the screws 46 by a manual sight angle intersection, as better illustrated in FIGS. 5 ,6  and 
actuation. '4'kie provision of manually actuated adjusting I ,  so as to maximize the support while minimizing connecting 
bire~~i.;  serve?; to simplify the aligning procedures. 5 structure. 
Mowcvcr, in order to assure that the backup plates 36 and It is important to note that through the use of the spring- 
38 ;are sccureia in a desired engaging relationship with the biased links 62, the mirror segments are urged under constant 
Searlngs 48 of [he screws 46, a helical tension spring 52 is tension toward the associated backup plates, whereby adjust- 
ca>upiii~I hr:twr:en each of the backup plates and the adjacent ment is Facilieated with no supporting structure being disposed 
side pl:hte !,. ca;i;venien; mcans such as screw-threaded l o  in a beam interrupting disposition. 
anchor pins 94. Tt~er t l for~,  it is  :o be understood that the While time position of the bottom plate 18 is fixed, relative to 
t~ackup plates 36 and 38 are continuously :irged into engaging the side plates 10 and 12, positioning of the minor segments 
contact ;iiieh tile distal ends of the adjusting screws 46 by the 56 and 58 readily is achieved simply by altering the position of 
blabin8 actievl of the tension springs 52. Consequenlly, a "'fine the backup plates 36 and 38, through an axial displacement of 
acJ_jusri?rzni.' of the angular psit ion of each of the h;ickup I s  the screws 46. This positioning imposes a variation in the 
plate* 36 arid 38 may be made simply by manually displacing planar position of each of the reflecting surfaces relative 2 0  the 
:he screius 46, as the bearing sureaces 48 are seated in the other reflecting surfaces, so that each reflecting surpace of the 
reaeptacges and continuously urged into a mated relation- segments can be brought into substantially ~ o p h n a r  alignment 
ship through the applied tension springs. with a plane extending norn~al to the plane of the other two 
Each oi. rhe backup pPates 36 aand 38, as well as the bottom 2C) reflecting suddces. 
n!alc tg, iu:c;josas as supporting structure for operdtivcly Since, for the sake of sinaplicity in design, the positioning of 
iuppui.ling c:ne of plurality of congrueilt mirror segmerits 56, the reflecting su&ices of the mirror segments is achieved by 
58 60. segmdnb are of a right triaqgular rnan~ral actuation of the screws 46, it is desirable that effects 
configur;:ij..in are rjaPeraaive]y disposed within the path of a 25 of body-generated Batat be reduced to a negiigible level so that 
bean: or iigili being projected froin a given souacc. aften mn alignment of the reflecting surfiaces has been 
Sil;ce mirror segments are lo be disposed in the path of achieved, the alignment may be mainrair~ed without requiring 
~ 8 . 1 ~  bea-1 of ligilr being projecged along a given path, for compensation b r  loss of heat. Thus, an alloy having a small 
acquiring ct:rrain intelligence through the use of intefierence coefijslenr of thermal expansion is utilized wherever practical. 
s.ings :and the lithe, it ku highly dcsireable that the mirror seg- 30 In practice, the adjusting screws, plates and coupling screws 
mencs 56,58 and 60 be supported by structure which doe.; have been satisFdctorily Fabricated frorn a commercially 
obstn.ici or interfere with light beams being projected ;,. and available metal known 3s Invar. 
ham rhe reflecting surfaces of the mirror begnaents. 
IFurtherrnnre. it is highly desirable that the meal!, enegloyed in OPERATION 
supporrkg :he segments be such as to be capable of 35 Ir, is belie\& in view of the foregoing description, the 
aperariveiy ruppofiing the mirror segmznls in preselected operziion of the dearice will bc readily understood and it wili 
aligrinaenrt. Therefore, to achieve such mounting, a plurality of be briefly reviewed at this point. 
i i n k  62, formed of any corivenierit material such as music While the mount of the instant invention may be employed 
w i ~ e ,  is provided 8 0  extend from the edge su&ace of the mirror in mc,unring various types of reflecting surfaces in systems 
segmerris 56. 58 and 60 to kx operatively supponed at the 40 wherein it is desired rhat minimum position error be 
adjacent backup plates 36 and 38, and the bottom plate HB, encountered, the mount as precisely employed is utilized in 
rcsyectiveiy. intederometers. As a practical matter, by employing an Auto 
?is ht.:acs i:iustraied in FIGS. 6 through 8, each of the Col!izxator to align mirrors, it has been found that align- 
backup plates 36 and 38, as well as the bottom plate 118, ment prscision, within an :~ng{e of one-half of one second, is 
irrciudes a pluraiiny of' laterally spaced, elongated recesses 63, 45 readily achieved and maintained when employing the 
within each oc which these is pinned a leaf spring 64. Each of aforedescribed mount. 
the springs 64 1s pia~ned at its first end by a convenlient screw- With the unilary structure, defined by the side plates BO and 
threaded pin 66. The distal end of each of the springs 64 is 12. :erving no suppost the adjusting screws 46, backup plates 
provided with a clamp 68, inciuding a pair of adjacent plates 36 and 38 and the mirror segments 56 and 583, through the 
6% iir?b., which there is extended one end of a link 62. While links 62 and leaf sprirlgs $4, aligning adjustment of the 
any ctrnvenizgnt coupling Way be employed for joining the wire reflecting surfaces is achieved simply by manwally adjusting 
62 with the clamp 68, a pair of spaced threaded screws 78, the position of the har ing s u ~ a c e s  48 of the adjusting screws 
FiG. 8, is ah reiidabiy insesred into the end gotlion of the leaf 46 until the reflecting surfaces of $1 three mirror segmenb are 
spring 63 SO ",at tht: plates 69 are forced into securing 55 brought into coplanar alignment with mutually perpendicular 
engdgrrne!nr with the seglnenr of music wire. intersecting planes so that all of the reflecting surfaces are 
Altheugh cot deemed to be mandatory, it is preferred that arrangd in a mutually perpendicular relationship. 
the leaf springs 64 be afforded extensive displacement relative With the mirror surfaces being disposed to define right an- 
to ;he plane of the recesses 63 so that the links 62 may be gles therebetween, the mount is supported so that the minor 
reciprocared or biased under the influence of the leaf spring 60 surfaces thereof are disposed within the paah of a projected 
64. .I'hcrcfore, each of the recesses 63  is further provided with beam, whereby a beam may be reflected between the various 
an eiongated terminal section 72 of increased depth for reflecting suIfaces and projected from the trihedhal mimor 
aecr;mmi>daling an inward flexing of the leaf spring 64, without introduction of significant enor. 
whereby rhe segmenrs of music wire may be displaced in Therefore, it should be appreciated that the mount of the 
opposing axial directions under the influence of the spring 64. 65 inslant invention may b& employed for adjustably positioning 
The distal ends of the links 62 are secured to the edge reflecting surfaces of mirror segments with accuracy in 
surfaces of mirror *&men& 56,58 and 60 through supporting predetermined orientation without introducing alignment 
tabs "3. The tabs 74 are formed of a thin-gauge sheet material, error. 
preferably brass, soldered to the distal end of the associated Although the invention has been herein shown and 
w p e n t s  of music wire and are secured by a convenient epoxy 70 dewribed in what is conceived to be the most practical and 
an she face of she edge surkace oh the mirror segments. preferred embdiment it is recognized that departures way be 
Recaliie~g rhat each of the rnirror segments is of a right made therefrom within the scope of the invention, which is 2ot 
trimgu9ar configuration, ir is preferred that the edge surface to be limited to the details disclosed herein but is to be 
defining a I~ypotenuse for each of the mirror segments be accorded the full scope of the claims so as to embrace any and 
prilvided witin ;a pair of links 62 and tabs 74, for suppr8ing the 75 all equivalent devices and apparatus. 
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We claim: 2. The amount according to claim I wherein itre u p y o i t  
I .  Am adjuscabic mount for a trihedral mirror cor;iprising. mean:; inclbdes a plurality of links formed of music wi:rc 
a rigid Frarne including a bottom p?*.te and a pair of side secured to the edge surfaces of the mirror segments. 2~52 
plates extended in substantiaill: n~rtrually perpeaedicnEar brasing mearls connected with the segments of narrsic wire 
planes; 5 urging the mirror segments toward the backttp plates an3 rhe 
a pair of adjacently disposeti backup plates, each backup bottom 
phEe being disposed adjacent to a side plate and arrnrage"i 3. The mount according to claim 2 wherein the biasing 
in a substantially parallcI relalionship tlterewith; means includes a plurality of leaf springs each having a screw- 
adjustable means coupling the backup p!att-s with said side threaded clamp joining one end of a segment of music wire plates including a plurality 0 6  adjusting screws and ! 0 thereto. 
cooperating spring rulembers extending between each 4. The mount according to claim 3 wherein siaid the plazes 
adjacently disposed Backup plate and side plate, whereby 
the backup plateb ni:iy aeijustably be pcrsiaionei? rc-latlve lo and adjusting screws are formed of an aiialy having a s:~laE! 
planes extending parail-1 to she planes of the adjacent coefficient of ?herma1 expansion for effecrivei)~ pr.eciut!ing ail 
surfaces olthe side pla.it-s; I.? introduction of heat-induced error. 
means inciirding shrce cortgruent mirror segments; and 5. The mount according to claim 1 wherein nre:ans dcfi::liirg 
means cxtcarcfed fronl said pa i r  of backup Ltnd a dot-and-key coupling is provided for joining the side l i a t c ~  
said bottom plarc siipponing said mirror seglnents in a '"lo a 
lrputuaiiy perpendicular reintionship. 
20 
